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The Woodstock Artists Association & Museum Announces
Restoring Indigenous Voices: Landscapes from the Permanent Collection

Exploring Woodstock’s Native American History
January 20–April 9, 2023

Opening Reception: Saturday, January 21, 4-6pm

(Woodstock, NY) – The Woodstock Artists Association & Museum is pleased to announce Restoring Indigenous
Voices: Landscapes from the Permanent Collection, on view from January 20 through April 9, 2023 in the
Phoebe & Belmont Towbin Wing. WAAM will host a public reception to celebrate the opening of this exhibition
and concurrent exhibitions on Saturday, January 21 from 4-6pm.

This exhibition explores the historical contexts of a selection of landscapes from the permanent collection
acknowledging the Native American significance of well-known mountains, rivers, fields and sites in the region.
Twenty works will be on view including paintings, photographs, and prints presented alongside extended labels
that identify the Native American territories depicted, and the tribes – Mohican and Munsee - who inhabited the
Hudson Valley for centuries before being forced out by European settlers.

WAAM’s historic collection is best known for its colorful landscape paintings by 20th century American artists of
the region. Works often focus on well-known locations such as the Ashokan Reservoir, Overlook Mountain,
Cooper Lake, Indian Head Mountain, Hudson River, Esopus Creek, Rondout and the Catskills with no trace of
the geography’s past. The exhibition re-envisions the land from a native’s perspective. For example, Lorna
Massie’s silkscreen print Mohonk Cloudbreak (1985), illustrates the Shawangunk Mountains that Native
Americans hunted and crossed, using its long high ridges as barriers to European settlement until the late
1700s. Arnold Wiltz’s painting Ashokan Dam (1930), depicts a structure whose name, “Ashokan” may be traced
back to a Munsee word for “forceful rapids,” and whose surrounding area includes a landmark mentioned in
female Chief (Sunkskwa) Mama Nuchwe’s Esopus Munsee peace treaty of 1677. Additionally, the indigenous



names of locations are identified including: Waughkonk (Sawkill), Kahak-sink (Rondout Creek), and Mohicanituck
(Hudson River).

This exhibition and accompanying public programs are curated by Nicole Goldberg, Executive Director, WAAM
with Evan Pritchard, descendant of the Mi'kmaq people (part of the Algonquin nations), founder of the Center for
Algonquin Culture, and former Professor of Native American history at at Marist College, Vassar College and
Pace University.

A concurrent solo exhibition of works by Shinnecock Nation tribe member and artist Jeremy Dennis will be on
view from January 20–February 26, 2023 in WAAM’s adjacent Solo Gallery.

PUBLIC PROGRAMS
Opening Reception
Saturday, January 21 | 4-6pm
WAAM will hold an opening reception, open to the public, to celebrate a new round of exhibitions on view
throughout its galleries.

Curator Talk
Hudson Valley Land Acknowledgements: Re-Envisioning the Land 2022
Saturday, January 28 | 3-5pm
Utilizing a multi-media format, including maps, slides (including text, paintings, and photos) and live
performance, Evan Pritchard will further acknowledge the original inhabitants of our region, sharing insights
about the Native American pre-contact and colonial-era geography of the Woodstock and Shandaken area, based
on his many books and new research, much of which has never been published in book form. This presentation
will go in depth about the forgotten indigenous history of the sites depicted in each of the twenty paintings on
display in the exhibit. These geo-historical revelations acknowledge the sophisticated Algonquin civilization that
existed here in Woodstock and Shandaken long before Henry Hudson's arrival in 1609. This program will take
place in the Towbin Wing where viewers can take in the landscapes in the background.

##

Woodstock Artists Association & Museum
Founded in 1919, the Woodstock Artists Association & Museum (WAAM) is a not-for-profit membership
organization featuring an historic Permanent Collection of regional art exhibited in the Towbin Wing, three
contemporary art galleries, a dynamic Education Program and an Archives of materials associated with artists
of the Woodstock region.

General Information
The Woodstock Artists Association & Museum (WAAM) is located at 28 Tinker Street, Woodstock, NY. Gallery
hours are Thursday thru Sunday from noon-5pm. WAAM is closed during major holidays. For general information
please call: 845.679.2940 or visit our website at: woodstockart.org.

Images (left to right): John Kleinhans, Evening Light, Cooper Lake, Woodstock, 1999 photographic film (photographic material); Lorna
Massie, Mohonk Cloudbreak, 1985, serigraph; Arnold Wiltz, Ashokan Dam, 1930, oil painting.




